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• Established in 2012

• Current ISAC members (as of December 2021):
• ISAC Chair: Rob Williams - New York
• ILN Co-lead: Leigh Greenwood – North America
• ILN Co-lead: Margaret Fields - North Carolina
• Past Chair/Nominations: Kristina Serbesoff-King – Florida
• Member: Lindsay Chadderton – Great Lakes Project
• Member: vacant 
• Member: John Randall – California
• Member: Rachel Holmes - North America
• Member: Kari Hagenow – Wisconsin
• Member: Cody-Marie Miller – Florida
• Member: Anthony Capizzo – Kansas
• Member: Joe Blastick - South Dakota/Minnesota
• Member: Dale Maxon – Iowa
• Member: Deborah Landau - Maryland/DC; Central Apps
• Member: Nancy Olmstead Maine

• Sponsor: Joe Fargione - North America

TNC Invasive Species Advisory 
Committee

• A community of practice whose aim is to 
help prevent and address threats posed by 
invasive species. We focus primarily on 
where invasive species threaten the 
Shared Conservation Agenda goals of 
ensuring healthy oceans, freshwater and 
lands and addressing climate change via 
mitigation and adaptation.

~Kristina Serbesoff-King 



ISAC Accomplishments

 Biological Control Guidance

 Guidance on Herbicide Use

 Managing for Resilience

 Published a document on the correlation between insect 
and disease with reduced carbon sequestration in forests of 
the contiguous United States. 

 Internal/External Communications Strategy 

 Formal Work Plan



“The Language of Invasive Species
Messaging & Framing”

Leigh Greenwood, Nancy Olmstead

Photo: Lymantria dispar a.k.a. spongy moth a.k.a. gypsy moth. ©TNC J. Lindholm



Connect with 
TNC ISAC
• On Connect, search 

“Invasive Species 
Advisory Committee”

• To join our list-serve: 
email (helpdesk@tnc.org) 
and type “I’d like to join 
the Invasives listserv”

• Reach out to one of our 
standing members!

Current ISAC members (as of December 2021):
ISAC Chair: Rob Williams - New York
ILN Co-lead: Leigh Greenwood – North America
ILN Co-lead: Margaret Fields - North Carolina
Past Chair/Nominations: Kristina Serbesoff-King – Florida
Member: Lindsay Chadderton – Great Lakes Project
Member: Mathew Cahill - Oregon 
Member: John Randall – California
Member: Rachel Holmes - North America
Member: Kari Hagenow – Wisconsin
Member: Cody-Marie Miller – Florida
Member: Anthony Capizzo – Kansas
Member: Joe Blastick - South Dakota/Minnesota
Member: Dale Maxon – Iowa
Member: Deborah Landau - Maryland/DC; Central Apps
Member: Nancy Olmstead Maine
Sponsor: Joe Fargione - North America

mailto:helpdesk@tnc.org


Language and Messaging in 
Invasive Species Management 

Nancy Olmstead, Conservation Ecologist
Nancy.Olmstead@tnc.org
207.607.4837

FIRST POLL



Photo from TNC Maine – “Forest” Conservation Priorities website 

Wabanaki homelands



Ecology of place

>90% of Maine is 
forested including 
forested wetlands



Acknowledge my 
background / practice / 
lens = 
terrestrial invasive plants



Invasive species language is 
problematic

Problematic terms: 
Invasive
Non‐native
Exotic
Alien

Problematic messaging:
War on weeds
Eradication campaign
Attacking __________ (name your species)
Uninvited invaders



What is the problem?

•Emphasis on geography of origin 
oversimplifies IS ecology in problematic ways
•Messaging can reinforce this



Examples: ways language/messaging 
can be problematic

1. War-like language/messaging implies mal intent and can feed 
into xenophobia and racism

2. Focus on “non-native” species can imply that all such species 
are harmful 

3. Facilitating factors can be important
4. Aggressive invaders vs recognizing intentional introductions



https://www.brookings.edu/topic/russias‐invasion‐of‐Ukraine/ accessed 10/31/2022

1. Association with military language carries 
implication of agency or/and mal intent

Creates perceived or actual xenophobia, racism



August 2022 NPR/Ipsos poll as reported on Ipsos.com 8/18/2022

1. This 
language is 
feeding 
into 
xenophobic 
& racist 
narratives



“A quantitative metaanalysis of 102 empirical 
tests of the tens rule from 65 publications 
shows no support for this hypothesis.”

“…comparing different taxonomic groups, 
about 25% of non‐native plants and 
invertebrates, and about 50% of non‐native 
vertebrates are on average successful in 
taking consecutive steps of the invasion 
process. We thus suggest replacing the 
invasion tens rule by two taxon‐dependent 
hypotheses: the 50% invasion rule for 
vertebrates and the 25% invasion rule for 
other organisms…”

2. Focus on “non-native” or “non-indigenous” species can imply that all such 
species are harmful, which is false



3. Omission of facilitating factors



How do invasive plants get here? – Mostly brought on purpose

62% deliberate, 9% accidental, 28% unknown
~9% accidental

‐contaminants: 
seed, livestock, 
packaging (8%)
‐ballast (<1%)

~40% for horticulture
~8% for forage
~7% deliberate, reason unknown
~4% for “conservation” 
~3% medicinal Lehan et al. 2013.  Am. Journal of Botany 100(7): 1287‐1293

4. Agency - narrative of “uninvited aggressive invader” hides reality of 
intentional introductions for many taxa



Not a new problem

Larson 2005, Frontiers in Ecology and the Environment



Good solutions to the problem?



Possible best practices for your review

1. Avoid use of “warlike” metaphors/language

2. Investigate and name the agency of people of privilege in arrival of IS

3. Routinely place IS in the context of facilitating factors and other stressors

4. Denounce xenophobia and racism. 

5. Emphasize the desired ecosystem state rather than the activity of IS 
removal



Thriving native plant communities 
build healthy ecological relationships



Food web relationships depend on 
native plants

William Warby, 
https://flic.kr/p/dtKZF2



Land 
stewardship is 
about tending 
relationships



Help native plants by removing invasive plants



Thank You

Look forward to hearing your best 
practices & questions during Q&A!



Language of Invasive 
Species: 
Common Names

Leigh Greenwood

Forest Health Program Director

Natural Climate Solutions

North America Region

THE NATURE CONSERVANCY 1
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"The purpose of common names is to make 
communication easier between scientists and 
the public audiences they serve. ... names 
that are unwelcoming to marginalized 
communities run directly counter to that 
goal."

- ESA President Michelle S. Smith.

Photo credit: R. Lindroth

"Words matter ... Consideration of these 
replacements is a big step forward in our 
efforts to remove derogatory terms whose 
expiration dates are long overdue.”

- US Secretary of the Interior Deb Haaland.



Common (and latin) names can be problematic
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- Outright slurs

- Eponyms (Honorifics)

- Geographic names

Trisos et al 2021, Fig. 1: The fingerprint of colonialism on ecology today.
From: Decoloniality and anti-oppressive practices for a more ethical ecology

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41559-021-01460-w


From Entomological Society of America, Common Names Rules and Guidelines

(https://entsoc.org/publications/common-names/use-submission)

Here are some of their “Do’s”

• Most names have two parts, one indicating the family or group, and the other a 
modifier. 

• Distinctive physical features that well differentiate the species are useful. 

• Other useful descriptive terms may derive from features such as habitat of the 
species, host associations, biome, life stage and aspect of seasonal life cycle. 

• Specific words used as modifiers (adjectives, adverbs) in a common name should be 
easily pronounced and generally understandable by a broad public audience. 

THE NATURE CONSERVANCY 4

Example Naming Guidelines for NEW names

Rainbow trout Longnose gar Creek chub Prickly sculpin



From Entomological Society of America, Common Names Rules and Guidelines

(https://entsoc.org/publications/common-names/use-submission)

Here are some of their “Don’ts”

• Common names with words that unnecessarily incite offense, fear or promote 
negative emotional reactions (e.g., epidemic, murder, invasive) are strongly 
discouraged. 

• Descriptors of cultures, populations, ethnicity, race, and industries/occupations 
are generally not acceptable. 

• The use of a geographic descriptor in a common names proposal is generally 
discouraged…

THE NATURE CONSERVANCY 5

Example Naming Guidelines for NEW names

Murder hornets Killer whales Oriental rat flea Japanese beetle



The ESA created a new process in 2021 for all 
renaming, not just naming.

THE NATURE CONSERVANCY 6

■ Same general do’s and don’ts as prior listing

■ Robust and community-based process to ensure inclusion of key groups and 
interests

■ Online form for any ESA interested party to submit names for re-evaluation

■ Special considerations: for L. dispar, this meant names related in any way to 
stereotypes or themes related to Roma (Romani) people were also excluded, even if 
deemed biologically accurate.



Let’s dig into Lymantria dispar

THE NATURE CONSERVANCY 7

B C

Photo credit: J. Lindholm



Lymantria dispar Process and Timeline
- Late summer 2021 ESA convened an L dispar working group

- ~50 total members self selected to join, including Canadian representative from 
Entomological Society of Canada (ESC-SEC)

- Using the new Better Common Names Project working process and structure 
across Fall and Winter 2021
- Called for candidate new names (over 160)
- Researched native range names in local languages (over 60)
- Working group vote and comment to winnowed to top selections (down to ~30)
- Public poll to assess popularity and pitfalls (down to 7 names)
- Final decision based on poll and feedback

- Name finalized in January 2022 was spongy moth



Lymantria dispar, now named spongy moth via ESA Better Common Names Project

- Conversations in 2020, pre-work in early 2021

- Working group convened July 2021 – December 2021

- Announcement of new name January 2022

Internationally held regulatory terminology

- Conversations in 2021 and early 2022

- New name selected and internally confirmed in September

THE NATURE CONSERVANCY 9

A Tale of Two MANY Moths
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Lymantria dispar, now named spongy moth via ESA Better Common Names Project

- Conversations in 2020, pre-work in early 2021

- Working group convened July 2021 – December 2021

- Announcement of new name January 2022

Internationally held regulatory terminology

- Conversations in 2021 and early 2022

- New name selected and internally confirmed in September

Closely related six species of Lymantrids

- Pre-work in early 2022

- Working group convened June 2022 – October 2022

- Proposal accepted THIS WEEK by Common Names Committee (good timing!)

- Comment period is now open: https://entsoc.org/publications/common-names/proposed
THE NATURE CONSERVANCY 11

A Tale of Two MANY Moths

L. monacha

L. mathura

https://entsoc.org/publications/common-names/proposed


Context of eradication and government control

THE NATURE CONSERVANCY 12

- The context around invasive 
species management amplifies 
this issue

- Names associated with groups of 
people- whether ethnic, geographic, 
or other groups- can cause harm

- All geographic names are 
problematic- by stating some 
geographies are neutral, the 
underlying bias becomes apparent



THE NATURE CONSERVANCY 13



It is in your power to frame these changes as an 
opportunity

THE NATURE CONSERVANCY 14

- The conservation community has an 
opportunity to do better; names can 
be more accurate and descriptive 
of the physical or behavioral 
characteristics. 

- We can choose to find new names 
that serve us for outreach, early 
detection, and education on invasive 
species. 

- We can choose to make science 
and conservation more inclusive 
in this space.



Who’s in charge here, anyways?

THE NATURE CONSERVANCY 15

- Insects and related arthropods – Entomological Society of America

- Birds – American Ornithological Society

- Fish – American Fisheries Society

- Herps – Society for the Study of Amphibians and Reptiles

- Some terrestrial invasive plants – Weed Science Society of America

- No other taxonomic group in the USA that we know of has a clear history of naming 

authority in US-based English language common names



Thank you!

Email me at 
LGreenwood@tnc.org 
to learn more

Photo credit: J. Lindholm
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